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introduction
taking as a starting point the metaphor of the ongoing regeneration of the elephant & castle area as a ‘fire’ - a 
simultaneously damaging and cathartic force, Participants from the local area were encouraged to bring into the Mu-
seum the one object they would save from a fire in their own homes. These objects formed the basis of a new museum 
collection for a day, after discussing the idea of a ‘personal museum’ participants orally shared and then recorded 
the histories of their objects, ones both present in the workshop and ones they imagined from home. they learned a 
number of digital photography skills in order to photograph the objects for a catalogue. This catalogue was given 
to each participant. Notions of value, worth and collections were explored. a lot of fun was had choosing the one 
thing they would save from the fire. it was firring that many of the participants were small children, a generation 
whose reliance on collected and shared memories to inform their own rapidly changing histories is so ably assisted 
by the cuming museum collections and by this very record to which they have contributed.

all the photographs in this catalogue were taken by the participants themselves except the group images on page two. 
many of the participants were young children and, with a little instruction, did a fine job of handling the cameras!

many thanks to elvie thompson, education co-ordinator. allie and rebecca the assistants, and of course the 
participants themselves:
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